From Ketchup to Pretzels, Shampoo to Window Cleaner, Bug Repellant to Cough Drops

Making the things you use everyday is just so much more rewarding than buying them. This guide shows you how fun, easy, and frugal it can be. Start in the kitchen: spaghetti sauce, salad dressing, chicken broth, ice cream all taste better and cost less when you make them at home. Move to the cleaning shelf. Store-bought cleaners are toxic and outrageously expensive! Homemade shows you how to make them at a fraction of the cost, with the same cleaning potency, but safer and more fragrant! Tablecloths, trivets, curtains, toys, wall art -- learn how to make all of these quickly, cheaply, and with flair.

Features:
* From Ketchup to Pretzels, Shampoo to Window Cleaner, Bug Repellant to Cough Drops Making the things you use everyday is just so much more rewarding than buying them. This guide shows you how fun, easy, and frugal it can be.

My Personal Review:
Love this book. This is actually the second copy of this book that I have purchased. When my grand daughter-in-law scanned mine, she liked it so much. She has 4 children with one on the way and she is all into saving money and using safe products. This book has it all! So I ordered one for her birthday because I did not want to part with mine.
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